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Matlab 

• Matlab integrates computation, visualization and 
programming in a easy-to-use environment.

• Matlab has been widely used in universities and 
research institutes for
– Math and computation
– Algorithm development
– Modeling, simulation and prototyping
– Scientific and engineering graphics



Matrices in Matlab 

• Matrix is a universal data type in Matlab
• For instance, we have a matrix 

A = [1, 2; 3, 4]
Then

A’s elements A(2,1) is 3 
A(:, 1) = [1; 3]’ and A(:, 2) = [2; 4]’;
A(1, :) = [1, 2] and A(2, :) = [3, 4];
A(:) = [1; 2; 3; 4];       



Matrix Operations are Built in

• A*B, (pay attention to the difference to A .* B)
• The transpose of A is A’
• The inverse of A is inv(A) – Assuming A is 

invertible 
• Eig(A) returns A’s eigen vectors and eigen values



Image Processing using Matlab

• Matlab has an image processing toolbox that 
supports different image operations.

• To read an image 
I = imread(‘Test.bmp’);
I = im2double(I);  % convert uint8 to floating number in [0,1]     

• If I is a color image, it will have 3 channels:
The red channel I(:,:,1), green channel I(:,:,2) and blue 
channel I(:,:,3)

• A color image can be converted to a grayscale one
gray = rgb2gray(I)    



• To display an image
imshow(I);

• To save an image
imwrite(I, ‘out.bmp’);



Flow Control in Matlab

The conditional block:
if condition

….
end

The loop block:
for n = list

….
end 

The while block:
while condition

….
end

The do-while block:
do
…

while condition



Function and Routine

Function return value list = f(parameter list)

…. (function body)

Usually the function is stored as a m file named as fun.m

• A routine does not have arguments and return values. It is
just a group of commands.  

• Functions has argument and return list. 



Performance Optimization 

• Matlab is slow while doing iteration. Try to 
vectorize the process instead of using iterations.

• Pre-allocate memory for a matrix.
• Rewrite bottleneck procedures using c.

– System(‘c_exe’);
– Compile the function using mex.   



OpenCV



OpenCV

• OpenCV is a C library for image processing and 
computer vision.
http://www.intel.com/technology/computing/opencv/

• OpenCV has windows, linux and Mac versions.
• OpenCV has basic data structures for matrix 

operation and image processing.
• OpenCV has a bunch of functions that can be used 

to process image and extract information for 
images.

• OpenCV also has some functions for image 
capturing and display.



A Simple OpenCV Program

#include <cv.h>
#include <highgui.h>

main()
{

IplImage *image = cvLoadImage(“test.bmp”);
cvNamedWindow(“Test", 1);
cvShowImage(“Test”, image);
cvWaitKey(0);
cvReleaseImage(&image);

}



Structure of IplImage 
typedef struct _IplImage
{

int  nSize;         /* sizeof(IplImage) */
int  ID;            /* version (=0)*/
int  nChannels;     /* Most of OpenCV functions support 1,2,3 or 4 channels */
int  alphaChannel;  /* ignored by OpenCV */
int  depth;         /* pixel depth in bits: IPL_DEPTH_8U, IPL_DEPTH_8S, IPL_DEPTH_16U,

IPL_DEPTH_16S, IPL_DEPTH_32S, IPL_DEPTH_32F and IPL_DEPTH_64F are supported */
char colorModel[4]; /* ignored by OpenCV */
char channelSeq[4]; /* ditto */
int  dataOrder;     /* 0 - interleaved color channels, 1 - separate color channels.

cvCreateImage can only create interleaved images */
int  origin;        /* 0 - top-left origin,

1 - bottom-left origin (Windows bitmaps style) */
int  align;         /* Alignment of image rows (4 or 8).

OpenCV ignores it and uses widthStep instead */
int  width;         /* image width in pixels */
int  height;        /* image height in pixels */
struct _IplROI *roi;/* image ROI. when it is not NULL, this specifies image region to process */
struct _IplImage *maskROI; /* must be NULL in OpenCV */
void  *imageId;     /* ditto */
struct _IplTileInfo *tileInfo; /* ditto */
int  imageSize;     /* image data size in bytes

(=image->height*image->widthStep
in case of interleaved data)*/

char *imageData;  /* pointer to aligned image data */
int  widthStep;   /* size of aligned image row in bytes */
int  BorderMode[4]; /* border completion mode, ignored by OpenCV */
int  BorderConst[4]; /* ditto */
char *imageDataOrigin; /* pointer to a very origin of image data

(not necessarily aligned) -
it is needed for correct image deallocation */

} IplImage;



Allocate Space for an Image

IplImage * image = cvCreateImage(cvSize(width,height),
IPL_DEPTH_8U, 1);

The following code allocates space for a grayscale image.

IPL_DEPTH_16U IPL_DEPTH_64FIPL_DEPTH_8S

After completing image processing, the memory has to be released

cvReleaseImage( &image)



Access Image Pixels

• Get pixel values from an image:

CvScalar s = cvGet2D(image, row, col);

If the image is grayscale, s.val[0] is the pixel value.
If the image is color, s.val[0], s.val[1] and s.val[2] are R, G and B.

• Set pixel values in an image:

CvScalar s;
s.val[0] = v;  // for grayscale image
cvSet2D(image, row, col, s);

X (col)

Y(row)

x (col)

y
(row)



Color Image Manipulation

cvCvtColor(color_image, gray_image, CV_BGR2GRAY);

Convert color space:

Split color image into three channels:

cvSplit( color_image, red, green, blue, 0 );

red, green, blue are 3 8-bit grayscale images.



Operation in ROI
Set the region of interest

CvRect selection = cvRect(x, y, w, h);
cvSetImageROI( image, selection );

Reset the region of interest to the whole image

cvResetImageROI( image );



Image Processing Functions
Image Processing 

Gradients, Edges and Corners 
Sampling, Interpolation and Geometrical Transforms 
Morphological Operations 
Filters and Color Conversion 
Pyramids and the Applications 
Connected Components 
Image and Contour Moments 

Special Image Transforms 
Histograms 
Matching 
Structural Analysis 
Contour Processing 

Computational Geometry
Planar Subdivisions 

Motion Analysis and Object Tracking
Accumulation of Background Statistics 
Motion Templates 
Object Tracking 
Optical Flow Estimators 

Pattern Recognition 
Object Detection 
Camera Calibration and 3D Reconstruction 
Camera Calibration 
Pose Estimation
Epipolar Geometry 

For details
Refer to CV
Reference 
manual



Video Capturing
Opencv has a uniform interface to capture video in both
Windows and Linux. 

Use function CvCapture* cvCaptureFromCAM( int index ); 
To create a context.

Use function  
int cvGrabFrame( CvCapture* capture ); 
IplImage* cvRetrieveFrame( CvCapture* capture ); 
to grab a video frame.

If you have only one camera, the above method usually works fine.
But you do not have much freedom to control the camera. 



Other Video Capturing Methods 

• It is much more flexible if you can control the 
video capturing device directly.

• I put some C++ class in the course website that 
can capture videos from an Axis 206 network 
cameras and video4linux TV card.

• They should be useful if you want to work on 
some realtime video project. 



About OpenCV

• Opencv’s code is highly optimized. It is very fast.
• The documentation is bad. 
• There is no protection for errors. So, prepare to 

crash your program a lot when you debug.
• Overall OpenCV is a good library. It is a good tool 

if you implement realtime vision algorithms.    



SDL: Simple DirectMedia Layer



SDL: Simple DirectMedia Layer

• SDL is a cross-platform multimedia library 
designed to provide low level access to 
– Audio 
– Keyboard, Mouse, Joystick
– 3D hardware via OpenGL
– and 2D video framebuffer.

• SDL also provides cross-platform
– Network API
– and Thread API 



A Simple SDL Program

#include "SDL.h" 
int main( int argc, char* argv[] ) 
{ // Initialize SDL 
if( SDL_Init( SDL_INIT_EVERYTHING ) == -1 ) 

return( 1 ); 
// Delay 2 seconds 
SDL_Delay( 2000 ); 
// Quit SDL 
SDL_Quit(); 
// Return return( 0 ); 

} 



Directly Draw Pixels on Screen
#define WIDTH 640
#define HEIGHT 480 
#define BEPTH 32
#define BPP 4

….
SDL_Surface *screen;
if (SDL_Init(SDL_INIT_VIDEO) < 0 ) return 1;
if (!(screen = SDL_SetVideoMode(WIDTH, HEIGHT, 

DEPTH, SDL_HWSURFACE)))
{ 

SDL_Quit();
return 1;

}

Uint32 *pixmem32;
Uint32 colour;

if (SDL_MUSTLOCK(screen) > 0)
{

colour = SDL_MapRGB( screen->format, r, g, b );
pixmem32 = (Uint32*) screen->pixels  +  y*screen->pitch / BPP + x;
*pixmem32 = colour;
SDL_UnlockSurface(screen);

}

SDL_Quit();

The drawing surface

Initialize the surface

Convert r,g,b to SDL
Internal format

y*w+x

Check examples in SDL document for getting a pixel.



Display an Image on Screen

SDL_surface *small_image = SDL_LoadBMP(“Test.bmp");
if (small_image == NULL) {

printf("Unable to load bitmap.\n");
return 1;

}
SDL_BlitSurface(image, NULL, screen, NULL); 
SDL_UpdateRect(screen, 0, 0, image->w, image->h); 

You can also control where you will put the image.

SDL_Rect src, dest;
SDL_BlitSurface(image, src, screen, dest);

The image can also has a chroma key or alpha channel so that
you can animate a sprite.   



SDL_OpenGL

• SDL can be used to setup a context for openGL in 
different OS.

• Combined with openGL, SDL can be used to 
render 2D and 3D graphics.

• To set up an OpenGL context, we need to setup 
the
– SDL context
– and  OpenGL context (just like other OpenGL 

programs).

• The SDL context setup   



SDL_Surface *screen;
if ( SDL_Init(SDL_INIT_VIDEO) != 0 ) {

printf("Unable to initialize SDL: %s\n", SDL_GetError());
return 1;

}
SDL_GL_SetAttribute( SDL_GL_DOUBLEBUFFER, 1 ); 

screen = SDL_SetVideoMode( 640, 480, 0, SDL_OPENGL |
SDL_FULLSCREEN ); 

if ( !screen ) {
printf("Unable to set video mode: %s\n", 

SDL_GetError() );
return 1;

}



Key Boards and Mouse Events
SDL_Event event;
while( quit == false )

{
while( SDL_PollEvent( &event ) )
{

if( event.type == SDL_QUIT )
{

quit = true;
}
if( event.button.button == SDL_BUTTON_LEFT )
{   

x = event.button.x;
y = event.button.y;

}
}

}



SDL Has Audio Extension
#include "SDL/SDL_mixer.h“
Mix_Music *music = NULL;
Mix_Chunk *scratch = NULL;
…
if( Mix_OpenAudio( 22050, MIX_DEFAULT_FORMAT, 2, 4096 ) == -1 )

{
return false;    

}
….
music = Mix_LoadMUS( "beat.wav" );
scratch = Mix_LoadWAV( "scratch.wav" );
Mix_PlayChannel( -1, scratch, 0 );
Mix_PlayMusic( music, -1 );
…
Mix_FreeChunk( low );
Mix_FreeMusic( music );
Mix_CloseAudio();



SDL also Support

• Network programming
– You can find some good tutorials as follows

http://jcatki.no-ip.org/SDL_net/
http://gpwiki.org/index.php/SDL:Tutorial:Using_SDL_
net

• Multi-thread programming
– Some good tutorials are at:

http://lazyfoo.net/SDL_tutorials



Other Tools

• GLUT
• GLUI
• FLTK
• DirectX, DirectShow
• JMF (Java Media Framework API)


